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The Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator (LIPAc) will
be a 9 MeV, 125 mA CW deuteron accelerator which aims
to validate the technology that will be used in the future
IFMIF accelerator. The SRF Linac design is based on
superconducting Half Wave Resonators (HWR) cavities
operating at 4.4 K. Due to space charge associated to the
high intensity beam, a short, but strong, superconducting
focusing magnet package is necessary between cavities.
The selected configuration has been a superconducting
NbTi solenoid acting as a magnetic lens and a concentric
outer solenoid in antiparallel configuration to reduce the
harmful stray field on the cavities. The selected
arrangement for the steerers is a pair of parallel racetrack
coils for each vertical and horizontal axis. This paper
describes the manufacturing techniques of the different
coils, and the tests realized in warm and cold conditions.
Special attention is put to the training test of the main
solenoid, since the nominal working point in the load line
is very high (86.2%).

INTRODUCTION
The LIPAc [1] deuteron beam will be accelerated in
superconducting Half Wave Resonators (HWR) made of
Niobium and working at 4.4 K. The most challenging
aspect of this accelerator is its high beam current, 125 mA
[2]. Eight cavities and magnet packages are grouped in a
cryomodule, as shown in Figure 1. The whole subsystem,
called SRF Linac, is coordinated by CEA/Saclay, which
also holds the responsibility of production of the cavities,
the associated components and the tank itself [3].
A magnet package will be placed before each cavity.
The magnet packages, current leads and magnet power
supplies are provided by CIEMAT, as part of the Spanish
contribution to LIPAc. The magnet package design is
described elsewhere [5]. The current leads are still being
designed. The three main purposes of that package are:
 Focusing the deuteron beam by means of a NbTi
solenoid. A nominal integrated field of
1.1T·msatisfies the optics requirements, including a
10% safety margin. An outer concentric solenoid
with opposite current sense will shield the stray field,
keeping the field at the cavities below 20 mT.
 Two steerers are foreseen to correct the vertical and
horizontal beam trajectory. They will provide an
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integrated dipolar field of 3.51 mT.m, able to cope
with the following misalignment errors: up to 0.5
mm and 5 mrad in the focusing solenoids, and 1 mm
and 10 mrad in the case of the cavities.
 An integrated cold BPM to pick up the beam position
[4].
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Figure 1: Layout of the SRF Linac.

COIL MANUFACTURING
Inner Solenoid
The inner solenoid coil (see Fig. 2, left) is the most
difficult one to wind because of the high number of turns:
5478. It is wound with a round, 0.75 mm diameter, NbTi
enamelled wire. The mandrel is made from aluminium,
with two caps which makes the reference of the pin holes
drilled on both endplates of the solenoid (see Fig. 2,
right). These endplates will align the vacuum vessel, the
BPM and the solenoid in the final magnet package
assembly.

Figure 2: CAD model of the inner solenoid (left) and the
winding tooling (right).
Once each layer is wound, it is wet impregnated with
Araldite 2011 epoxy resin, which is suitable for cryogenic
use. Due to the high number of layers, one needs to be
especially careful with the pot life of the resin. The
solenoid endplates (made from G11) are glued at the same
time. The mandrel is extracted after curing the resin in an
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oven with help
h
of a suddden immersioon in a LN2 bath.
Because of that, a PTFE
E foil was wrrapped around the
mandrel, gluued and turnedd (see Fig. 3,, left). Besidees, all
the parts havve been sprinkled with releaasing agent.

h a liquid nitrrogen bath faailed, so the mandrel wass
with
turneed with a lathhe, as far as oonly a 0.1 mm
m thick layerr
was left, and toree away (see F
Fig. 4, up rig
ght and downn
left).. The endplatees gluing is reeinforced with
h a G11 strip,,
to av
void any risk of
o de-bondingg.

Steeerer Coils
Th
he winding toooling and thhe support fo
or the steererr
coilss is shown in Figure 5. Thee wire is the same
s
than thee
outerr solenoid, alsso wet impreggnated. The ex
xternal clampss
prov
vide the right geometry
g
duriing the curing in the oven.
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Figure 3: Maandrel protecteed with PTFE
E foil (left), duummy
copper soleenoid with aluminium
a
e
endplates
(ceentre),
finished NbT
Ti solenoid (rigght).
A dummy coil with coppper wire of sim
milar diameter was
made (see Fiig. 3, centre). It was proveen that the winnding
could be donne in two dayss, provided thaat the resin appplied
on the last laayer of the firsst day was uniiformly distribbuted.
The result was
w satisfactoryy, except the coil ends, whhere it
was not posssible to mainntain a regular winding inn the
outer layers. Approximately 1% of turnns were missedd, but
it was checkked with FEM
M that, althouugh the integgrated
field reductioon was similaar in magnitudde, the field profile
and the strayy field are not affected.
Then, onnce the proocedure wass validated, the
superconductting coil waas wound folllowing the same
techniques (see Fig. 3, right).
r
To enssure that the glass
fibre endplaates were prooperly glued, the solenoidd was
successfully thermal cycleed with LN2.

Outer Soleenoid
The outer solenoid was made in a sim
milar way (seee Fig.
4, up left). The
T only diffeerence betweeen the wires is
i the
ratio Cu:Sc, which is higgher in the ouuter solenoid (3.2)
than in the innner one (1.5),, since the fielld is lower.

Figu
ure 5: Steererr stooling (leeft up), finish
hed coil (leftt
down
n), steerers suupport (right).

TESTS AT
A WARM CONDITIIONS
First of all, the
t
self-inducctance of th
he coils wass
meassured at differrent frequenciies to guarantee the lack off
shortt-circuits. The steerer coill labelled B4
4 is discardedd
due to
t a different behaviour at high frequenccy respect thee
rest of coils. DC
D resistancees are also according too
expeected values. The
T results arre summarizeed in Table 1..
(R iss resistance, L is inductancee and D is the loss tangent).
he Coils
Table 1: Eleectrical Measuurements on th
Inner sol. Outer
O
sol. Stee. B1

Stee. B2

Stee. B3

Stee. B4

Stee. B5

R (Ω,DC)

90.4

36.6

1.773

1.8

1.763

1.776

1.767

R(Ω,10
00 Hz)

93.1

38.65

1.765

1.791

1.753

1.7619

1.7482

D (100 Hz)

0.2331

0.3718

2.3

2.32

2.284

2.303

2.271

L(µH,100
0Hz)

636000

165400

1220.6

1228.9

1221

1217.3

1225.2

D(10 kH
Hz)

0.048

0.0263

0.03

0.031

0.03

0.057

0.03

L(µH,10k
kHz)

-340000

-33300

1219.8

1227.9

1220.3

1214.7

1224.3

Figure 4: Faabrication of the
t outer soleenoid: windingg (up
left), toolingg and glass fibre
f
endplatees (up right),, thin
mandrel aftter de-mouldiing (down left)
l
and finished
solenoid (dow
wn right).
As it has only
o
five layeers, the mandrel was not coated
with PTFE, only with relleasing agent.. The de-mouulding

Figu
ure 6: Comparrison betweenn measured and
a calculatedd
magn
netic field aloong the solenooid axis.
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Figure 8: Measured and computed quench propagation
parameters.

CONCLUSIONS
The solenoid coils for the first magnet package of
LIPAC SRF linac have been manufactured and validated.
All the coils have been wound with wet impregnation.
The first cold tests at 4.2 K were performed in a vertical
cryostat, although the magnet will be placed horizontally
in LIPAC. The theoretical critical current of the magnet
was fulfilled, with a very short training.
It was checked that the coils are self-protected during
quench. So, a fast protection system is not needed.
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COLD TESTS
The solenoids were tested in a vertical cryostat at 4.2 K
to check: a) the training of the magnet, due to the high
nominal working point on the load line (86.2%), b) the
mechanical damage after thermal cycling, and c) the
necessity of a quench protection system.
The setup was prepared to energize independently the
inner coil, the outer coil or both coils in series (see Figure
7). The beam tube was also attached, to decrease the
volume of liquid helium in contact with the solenoid bore,
but it was not possible to simulate the real working
position (horizontal), due to the size limitation of the
available cryostat. The bath temperature was 4.2 K
instead of 4.4 K, foreseen for the LIPAC cryomodule
bath. It implies that the critical current will be reduced by
7%, approximately.

The following quenches took place at 263.0 and 262.9
A, about the short sample critical current of the wire.
From these test results, all the objectives are fulfilled. The
magnets do not need a fast quench protection system.
Nevertheless, it was not possible to measure the field
profile along the axis at cold conditions, since the
magnetic probe was damaged during the test. Another test
is planned in the near future to check that there is no
degradation of the critical current after a thermal cycle
and, additionally, to check the steerers at cold conditions
with the nominal background field. Besides, the magnetic
field profile will be measured.

In d u ctiv e v o ltag e (V )

The magnetic field profile along the solenoid axis was
measured with a Hall sensor at a reduced current of 102.2
mA. The results are represented in Figure 6, where the
field is scaled at the nominal current. The highest
discrepancies correspond to one half of the solenoid,
where some near magnetic parts could affect the
measurements. On the other side, some difference can be
found, likely due to the steel pins used for alignment.
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